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EXPERIENCES IN OCLC CJK PLUS PRISM
AT THE UCLA EAST ASIAN LIBRARY
Amy Ching-Fen Tsiang

University of California, Los Angeles

It has been five months since the distribution of the OCLC CJK Plus PRISM system. This
report is intended to share with you some of our experiences at the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA) East Asian Library during the period of November 1994 to the
present. I will describe our preparations and the strategies we employed to implement this
system, some of the problems we encountered, how we coped with them, and, finally, I will
conclude with a rather detailed evaluation of the new system.

Preparation and strategies employed
We received the OCLC CJK Plus 2.00 (PRISM version) on October 31, 1994 and the staff
of the Library Information Systems/Development Department at UCLA installed it for us
on November 10, 1994. We had decided to first take the self-taught approach to train
ourselves in the new version before considering to invite OCLC staff to give us a training
class. Therefore, during the ten days we waited for the new version to be installed, we
studied thoroughly the OCLCs tutorial Learning to Use OCLC CJK, Second Edition. As
soon as the new version had been installed, we started to work through the lessons in the
tutorial.
In order to allow the cataloging staff time to master the new version and to avoid adversely
affecting our productivity, we followed the strategy of using a dual system (i.e., the First
system and the PRISM system) at the beginning of implementation. The old version
remained in two of our four terminals until December 17,1994 when OCLC pulled it down.
In the course of learning the new system, the cataloging staff shared new findings or tactics
with one another and worked together to solve problems. We reported insolvable problems
to OCLC, for some of which OCLC was able to provide solutions. Once we could not print
a record because the message "Record Protection Fault" appeared, and what was even
worse, the record disappeared when we logged off. I called Mrs. Hisako Kotaka and found
that we had inadvertently deleted the entire production file. We should have used "cancel"
instead of "okay" to close the production file after card printing was completed and records
marked "D." While there must still be a lot we can learn from the experiences of colleagues
at other institutions to work with the new version more effectively, I am pleased to report
that we have successfully completed our own training and now the new system is operating
very smoothly.

Problems encountered
During the first month, the most frustrating experience was the sudden disconnection from
the system in the middle of a work session. While waiting for the host to respond, the
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messages "OCLC host will disconnect you in 5 minutes due to inactivity" or "Communication
was terminated by the host for an unknown reason" appeared. We had to log off and log
on again. This happened frequently, especially during the process of producing cards and,
as a result, greatly affected our productivity. In addition, time allowed for "inactivity"
seemed to be much shorter than in the First system.
Another frustrating experience was the slow response time. After each action, the "waiting
for host response" message stayed on the screen for a long time. We faithfully reported
these problems to OCLC. The revised version 2.01, which we received on December 6,
1994, showed a great improvement in both respects. However, the response is still slow
sometimes in rolling the screens up and down, especially in viewing authority files. We hope
the latest version of the software, 2.02, has further improved this.
We have encountered various card printing problems with the new system from the very
beginning. Some adjustments to the records or to the printed cards have had to be made
to cope with these problems. The revised version 2.01 did not improve the situation. In
addition to the old problems, we have occasionally experienced some strange new problems.
I have accumulated many examples and will be happy to share them with colleagues who
are interested. I will mention briefly a few of the more common ones here: (1) tracings
overlap with part of the notes, (2) fields 022 (ISSN) and 310 (frequency) in serials records
are repeated, (3) certain fields in a record are missing in the tracings, (4) part of a long
content note is replaced with strange symbols, and (5) on the subject added entry card the
Japanese diacritic macron (-) is printed in a strange way. According to the 1995 Annual
Report of OCLC Asia Pacific Services, which we received on March 30, 1995, the latest
OCLC CJK PRISM version 2.02, to be released soon, has corrected the card printing flaws.
We hope all the problems we have encountered will no longer exist.
Local holding status not showing on the printout has been another concern of ours. The
individual library's holding status ("No Holdings in CLU" or "CLU") used to appear at the
upper left corner of a record and show on the printout. With the new version, the "HELD"
indicator appears in the center area of the status bar at the bottom of the window and it
does not show on the printout at all. In order to avoid duplicate cataloging, we have asked
searching assistants to pay special attention to the "HELD" indicator on the record and
manually transfer the information to the printout. We are pleased to know that, in the
latest version 2.02, the enhancement has been made to transform the "HELD" indicator into
a local holding information line at the top of a printout of the record.

Evaluation
Regardless of the problems I describe above, our overall evaluation of the OCLC CJK
PRISM system is positive. Some of the new features are commendable. I would like to
elaborate on our evaluation, specifying the different functions of the system.
1. Environment. Since the CJK PRISM system contains characteristics of both the PRISM
cataloging features and Windows' functionalities, it is very user-friendly. We can take
actions through menus, tools, dialog boxes, or hot keys. We have found the menu bar and
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tool bar easy to operate and effective to use. We do not need to remember the function
keys. We have also found the dialog boxes very useful. They increase interaction between
users and the system. It is also easy to trace previous screens and we are able to work on
several screens at the same time. Another noteworthy feature is that CJK PRISM allows
us to change authorization mode while we are on-line. We no longer need to log off and
then on again to change modes.
2. Searching. The CJK PRISM system provides more searching options. To the traditional
searching methods, it adds a few more excellent searching methods. Phrase scan search
makes searching more efficient, especially for Chinese materials. We do not need to pay
attention to whether there is a hyphen between two words or whether the string of words
should be treated as one word or two or three words. Our Chinese and Korean cataloging
staff now prefer to use the direct title phrase search rather than the 3,2,2,1 derived title
search for bibliographic searching in the Online Union Catalog. We are particularly pleased
with the phrase scan search for Chinese names in the Online Authority File, which is a real
beauty of the CJK PRISM system. We can bid farewell to the frustration we used to have
when we failed to get any results for authority records of Chinese names starting with "CH"
because of the size limitation of the database of the First system. However, unlike using
the 4,3,1 personal name search, when using the phrase scan search of a name with dates we
find it is not filed next to the same name without dates but is filed after all the alphabet
phrase items instead, possibly on another screen. We must go to the end of the alphabet
phrase items to make sure we do not miss our target name. On the other hand, our
Japanese staff have found the new feature, keyword search, more useful, especially the
combined keyword search. Due to the confusion sometimes caused by word division, they
do not think the title phrase search is all that great, especially for older materials. They
prefer to use keywords of which they are sure to do the searching. At all events, we like the
searching features of the new system. If I have to be critical, there is still one minor flaw
in searching. We have to close windows every so often, otherwise the message "Memory is
low, please close some windows" will appear after only a few searches.
3. Editing. Whole record editing rather than one field at a time editing is timesaving and
makes editing more efficient. Unedit, constant data, and validation are very good new
features as well. We think "constant data record" will be good for creating analytical records
or cataloging rare books. However, for individual record inputting or editing, we have
missed the "macro" function in the First system, which was a very useful feature for
producing frequently used search keys or bibliographic data elements. We have also missed
the flexible editing capability in the First system. We were able to add new lines anywhere
in the record and also easily make use of existing data. Now we have to go to the exact
place to insert a blank line to add data and also have to go through cut and paste or copy
procedures to make use of existing data. Validation is a very good feature for quality
control. It detects illegal fixed field values, tags, and other errors in the record. It is a very
faithful and strict safeguard.
I would like to share with you one amusing experience. One day when we wanted to send
a DLC record input by a member institution, a "validation error" message appeared and the
record could not be sent because there was no 010 field (LC card number). After we had
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made some more efforts yet failed to send the record, we consulted with Mr. Victor Yu of
OCLC. We finally agreed to cheat the safeguard by changing the source in the fixed field
from "blank" to "d" and the 040 field from "DLC" to the symbol of the member institution,
and it worked. Human beings can outsmart the computer after all!
4. Printing. Preview of a card image for produced records is a great feature to detect
mistakes and make corrections before printing a whole set of cards. The space problem
after reformatting no longer exists in the new system. Furthermore, the speed of card
printing is much faster than in the First system.
5. Save File. The save file in the new system has a large capacity which can hold up to
9999 records. Ability to retain save records for fourteen instead of seven days allows us
more time to work on a record, so that we do not need to retrieve and save back records
as often as before. A save number different from the initial save number was provided
whenever a record retrieved from the save file was edited and saved again. We had to keep
track and write down the new save number after each save. With the revised version 2.01,
this situation has been improved. Now a new save number is provided only after the record
has been sent or produced. The "List All" feature which displays all saved records and dates
of transactions helps us find the record in the save file in case we forget to write down the
save number. However, as the save file is arranged chronologically by first save dates, it
sometimes takes a long while to find a record saved at a much later date because "waiting
for host response" can be pretty long in rolling the screens. If it is possible to enhance, we
would like the save file to be arranged chronologically by the latest save dates.
Finally, I would like to comment on OCLC's excellent user support. OCLC might have
released the PRISM version a little too soon, but OCLC has been very responsive to its
users' problems and has made constant efforts not only to correct flaws but also to enhance
the system. I am very pleased that the latest OCLC CJK PRISM version 2.02 is on its way
to our library and I am confident that it is going to be a much improved version. I sincerely
urge OCLC to keep up its good services and hope to receive soon another enhanced version
which displays vernacular information in its authority file.
(This paper was presented at the OCLC CJK Users Group annual meeting, April 7, 1995,
at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C.)
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